The Law Library will scan materials that are owned by the Law Library for Law School students.

Request a Scan Through the Catalog

1. Find the book or journal in the Catalog
2. Click "Request it" or "Request" (depending on which Catalog you’re in)
3. In the notes field write as much information as you can about the scan you need (chapter number, page range)
4. Click “Submit”
5. On the next page, you may need to select a copy of the item or the particular volume
6. Click “Request Selected Item”

Request a Scan Through Email

Items in certain collections or locations (such as Closed Reserve or Ref Coll) can’t be requested through the Catalog, but never fear!

If you get a message that there are "no requestable items," please send your scanning request to lawlibrequest@umich.edu.

In a Hurry?

The Law Library has five self-service scanners. Two on S1, two on S2, and one on S3.

Scan this QR code for an FAQ with more details. Any changes to the scanning policy will be reflected in the FAQ.